
Don Knebel outlines the
intellectual property differences
between India and the United
States.
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By Tom Schuman I
ndia is one of 13 countries on the U.S. Department of Commerce’s “Priority Watch List”
in regard to intellectual property rights (IPR). Does that mean Indiana companies should
be fearful of doing with business in India?

“My advice would never be not to go to India. The opportunities are too great,” shares
Don Knebel, a partner in the Indianapolis office of Barnes & Thornburg and co-chair of
the firm’s intellectual property department and BTech, its business technology group. “I

would just say to be cautious and don’t be sure the Indian government can protect your work
the same way it is protected in the U.S.

The latest annual U.S. Commerce review is 15 pages in length – more than nine pages are
devoted to China. In the commentary on India, the report states, in part: “India made some
improvements to its IPR regime during the past year, but IPR concerns remain due to inadequate
laws and ineffective enforcement.

“The United States urges India to improve its IPR regime by providing stronger protection
for copyrights, trademarks and patents, as well as protection against unfair commercial use of
undisclosed test and other data submitted by pharmaceutical companies seeking marketing approval
for their products. … The United States welcomes deeper cooperation with India, as envisioned in
statements issued by our leaders to ‘work together to promote innovation, creativity and technological
advancement by providing a vibrant intellectual property rights regime, and to cooperate in the
field of intellectual property rights to include capacity building activities, human resource development
and public awareness programs.’ ”

In layman’s terms, structural improvement is being made (an early 2005 law provides for
product patents for pharmaceuticals and agricultural chemicals) but enforcement has a way to go.

“I feel India is making an enormous amount of progress,” Knebel offers. “But the fact is
it’s a Third World country that is still fighting poverty. The resources to devote to intellectual
property are not there. There’s no doubt that Indian people have the ability; it’s just not a
priority right now.”

Going to court
The Indiana Economic Development Corporation hosted a delegation of 15 businessmen

from India in late February. At a seminar that included the business leaders and their counterparts
from Indiana, Knebel explained that the first Indian court – established in 1668 – is still in
existence. He also said it could take anywhere from 10 to 15 years to get a patent case settled.
He gave the example of one case in which it was determined after 10 years that the judge
had a conflict of interest, and the process had to begin anew.

The Indian courts, he tells BizVoice®, are derived from the British system, touted for their
extreme efficiency. While the judges in India are well trained, the sheer size of the country
proves to be an overriding factor.

“It’s a question of economics. If you don’t have enough judges,” Knebel contends, “there
will be an extraordinary amount of delays and red tape. It comes down to the resources. It’s not a

whole lot different than going to a rural county in Indiana and expecting to
get the same treatment as the federal court here in Indianapolis.”

The legal atmosphere and the willingness of courts to enforce the laws are the
primary concerns. Pharmaceutical companies and many others can do a great deal of
business in India, but large expenditures in research or marketing carry a risk.

Knebel gives the example of spending large amounts of money to market
a blockbuster drug. If a company in India can produce a generic version and
sell it, “that money has been effectively wasted.”

Over the years, a number of pharmaceutical companies emerged in India
and achieved success due to that lack of patent protection. They were able to
benefit from the research of others and produce the generics. Those companies
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have the incentive to try and prevent changes in the intellectual property system. 
The majority of business and government officials, however, likely realize

that the lack of strong patent enforcement discourages investment. “I think
it’s fair to say that India recognizes these deficiencies.”

Changes in legislation are only part of the picture. Knebel told the
IEDC audience and repeated to BizVoice®: “The law is only as good as the
courts that are in place to enforce it.”

Patent interpretation
History plays a factor in the differences between the United States and

India. Knebel describes that difference.
“The U.S. system is based on the premise that the patent gives you the

right to exclude other people from making your invention. You don’t have to
do anything with it. You have to publish how you do something. When the
patent expires, the whole world knows how to do it.

“In India,” he continues, “the premise is to create jobs (on Indian soil).
If you don’t practice (exercise the patent) for three years, anyone can seek a
license. If you go two more years and nothing comes to India, the patent can
be revoked. It’s been hard to merge those two ideas.”

Knebel says that some pretty sophisticated countries have trouble with
their intellectual property protections. The four BRIC countries – Brazil,
Russia, India and China – with economies on the rise are all on the Priority
Watch List. He projects that by 2010 India should be able to remove that
designation. In the meantime, if creativity and innovation are part of your game plan, be careful.
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